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WOKISM – OR CAPITALISM?
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Some speak of Black Lives Matter and of LGBT,
of Cancel Culture, Wokism and such great games as these.
But of all the world’s great challenges, none can compare
With banks, stocks, and production – the Real Capitalism.

All the Western World is engaged in great changes under the guise of “Wokism,” whose most extreme
aspects occur in English-speaking countries and are exported and then mirrored in various non-
English-speaking countries. But what is being “woke?” I do not pretend to have the answer, and yet
there are some possible interpretations that inform us as to what lies before us.

As I see it, the real problem is not Wokism, BLM, or the LGBT et similia movements, but what is behind
them, and what silently exploits such movements, the honesty of whose members I do not object to at
all. I regard them attack columns – but they are not the headquarters. And if we just focus on the “foot-
soldiers” and disregard the HQ and its objectives, we will be misled because we will not have the
panoramic view, which alone can give us the much-needed insights.

So, what is the HQ? In the USA, many people are certain that they know for sure: Communists, or former
Communists; Soviet Zombies who have come back to life to destroy the USA. To be fair, there are
certain aspects of Cancel Culture which suggest a link with what took place in the past. In Stalin’s day,
books were modified, in order to cancel those parts related to the “enemies of the people;” or entire
books were canceled. Paintings too were modified. In Stalin’s time, the famous painting showing Lenin’s
1917 speech at the Smolny changed very many times – each time cancelling (deleting) a recently
liquidated prominent Bolshevik who had fallen out of favor – so that at the end, in its definitive version,
only Lenin and Stalin appeared to have been there.

Whilst Mussolini never played this game, Hitler indulged in the same Stalinist tricks, along with book-
burning. And the sport of destroying statues is as old as the statues themselves, being an integral part
of any given riot or revolution, since the ancient Egypt – think of Akhenaton.

We could suppose that the root of this phenomenon lies in Hegel’s philosophy, and the evolution of left
and right Hegelianism (hence, Nazism and Communism). But I do not think so. Not at all.
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Rather, capitalism is the answer. I know that such an answer will sound quite misleading, odd, amazing,
especially in capitalistic countries – what has capitalism to do with Wokism and the various movements
derive from it?

An explanation is very much needed; but it will involve a broader and greater context. So, bear with me,
even if what I am going to say may seem off-topic. But it will all make sense once we reach a
conclusion.

Let us go back a couple of centuries. In the early days of the 19t century, when Britannia ruled the
waves, when Wellington had just defeated Napoleon, and the London stock exchange ruled the world
of finance. The incipient Industrial Revolution was triggering a deep change of British, and then
European and American, society – for the new entrepreneurs had to resolve a remarkable problem:
How to balance supply and demand?
Anyone who has studied at least some economics knows what a problem this is. But for those who are
not aware of this problem, let me provide an explanation.

Let us take the example of a hypothetical early 19th century tissue producer, Mr Tissue, whose factory
works well, is powered by coal, and its production is shipped by horse-towed wagons.

Let us say that this Mr. Tissue created a new cotton tissue, which becomes a fashion hit; and is so
successful that suddenly everybody wants it, and ready to pay – let’s say – $1.00 per piece. Mr. Tissue’s
factory is flooded with orders. What does Mr. Tissue do? Seeing the success, he decides to exploit the
situation and to at once fulfill all the orders. He immediately improves production. His factory now
operates longer hours and Mr. Tissue buys all the cotton that he can find.

Then, he encounters his first problem. The cotton producer he normally relies on, just does not have as
much cotton Mr. Tissue needs, who now has to look for additional cotton producers he has never dealt
with. The new cotton producers that he contacts say, “OK, we have cotton, but you must pay it 10 cents
per pound, instead of 9 cents as you previously did.” Well, Mr. Tissue knows that he will sell a lot of his
products, so, if he pays 10 cents of 9 cents, he will earn a bit less than he hoped, but his loss is not so
great either. So, Mr. Tissue accepts. But shortly after, even these new producers are not enough, and
Mr. Tissue has to find additional producers, and he now accepts paying 11 cents per pound for the
cotton that he greatly needs.
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At the same time, Mr. Tissue realizes that he does not have as many specialized workers as needed to
increase production. So, he looks for additional specialized workers. But, unfortunately, there are none
available, as all are already working in other factories and all are paid the same wages as his own
workers - $1.00 a day. What does he do? He offers to pay $1.10 per day to new specialized workers. But
gets his old specialized workers upset. And so, to keep production moving along, Mr. Tissue has to pay
his old specialized workers $1.10 per day as well.

Of course, given such a remarkable 10 percent wage increase, he gets all the workers he needs – but
he now has all his fellow entrepreneurs very upset, who must also increase the wages of their
specialized workers’ wage – to keep them from all moving to Tissue’s factory.

Then Mr. Tissue realizes that he needs much more coal than in the past, because his factory is working
twice as much as before. This means that he also needs more wagons (and horses and fodder) as well
as more carriages to bring in the additional cotton and to ship out the finished goods (the tissues). And
in all these cases too, given what is available on the market, he can’t get the needed additional coal,
horses, wagons and fodder unless he pays more than the price he usually paid in the past. Costs rise;
but Mr. Tissue doesn’t care, because he has plenty of orders still coming in.

Then, orders start to decrease, because almost everybody has the new cotton tissue, and suddenly, in
a month, Tissue’s production must be reduced by one-third. What does he do? To limit his losses, he
reduces the price of his tissue to 90 cents, lays off many workers, stops purchasing cotton and sells
some horses and wagons, perhaps at a loss.

Finally, Mr. Tissue also is stuck with a lot of cotton, coal and fodder. He could use it in production, but
the problem nobody needs Mr. Tissue’s products as much, since most people have bought lots. So, it is
possible that Mr. Tissue will have to further reduce production, or stop it altogether. Hence, many more
workers will lose their jobs, and their wages.

This brings about a small financial crisis will start, because without a wage the laid-off workers won’t
buy as much as they used to. This leads to a domino effect, affecting other producers whose products
will also not be sold in the same quantities as before. On the other hand, it is also possible that, when
looking at his budget, Mr. Tissue’s business proves less convenient than he thought – he may have
spent much more than he anticipated in wages, and in the purchase of horses, wagons, cotton, and
coal. Tissue may end up losing everything; or, he might lose a percentage when business got bad. How
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does Mr. Tissue avoid these problems in the future? What does he do next time?

The early 19th century economists faced this problem. It was a new one, because never in the past did
so a massive production occurred, which also meant that a massive amount of money could be lost or
earned in a matter of weeks, or even days.

The main problem affecting economy was clearly the economical crisis. You can have a crisis because
of overproduction – Mr. Tissue’s case at the end of the story – and underproduction – Mr. Tissue’s case
at the beginning of the story.

Bear in mind that the final price is made up of the cost of the raw material, the cost of manpower, the
cost of power, the cost of logistics, the cost of the infrastructure maintenance, the savings to invest in
new machinery, and, last, by the entrepreneur’s profit.

In case the market suddenly asks you for more items than you are producing, or can produce, you must
find the raw materials and do the handiwork as fast as you can, practically on the spot, no matter how
expensive that can all be. And this means that you can earn less than usual – because if you sell your
products always at the same price – and you must do that, otherwise you lose market shares – the
expenditure rate composed of the prices of raw materials, wages and all the other items, will be higher
than usual. Thus, your net income will be lower.

On the other hand, when the market suddenly stops purchasing your products, you may find yourself
with a lot of unsold products. And, no matter if you hang onto unsold inventory or sell it at a lower price
– you lose money.

Boring? Very boring? How does all this useless economics stuff pertain to the topic at hand? Wait a bit
more and you’ll start matching the dots.

How to avoid this crisis in the first place was the question. The answer provided by some economists in
the first half of 19th century was – “planning.” But planning what?
The crisis occurred depending on how many goods were sold, or not sold – thus, it depended on the
buyer. Hence the analysis of economist focused on the consumer, and they soon realized how
unpredictable the single consumer really is. Therefore, would it not be better if, somehow, one could
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predict which kind of goods and assets the consumer could want over a lifetime?

But soon economists also realized another cause of this crises – the unpredictable number of
consumers. If a single consumer was a “mad variable,” whose needs more or less could be somehow
predicted, thus allowing for production synchronized to consumer demand – what if the number of
global consumers changed suddenly? A consumer plus another consumer meant a family; and in nine
months one could expect the consumers to become three. But what if the consumers – especially in
Catholic countries – did not stop and kept increasing like rabbits? The family could hardly enhance its
income as much as needed to keep their initial life standard, and this would cause a reduced in
purchasing power, and thus a reduction in the goods they bought, which on a general level would be
mirrored by a reduction of industrial production. So what?

The smart answer was “social planning,” because a planned society was supposed to have planned
behaviors and thus planned and predictable needs, to be fulfilled through predictable and planned
consumption – and hence by a long-term planned economy.

Are you connecting dots? What renders consumption unpredictable? Families. Why? Because families
have children, and often they do not care how many they have. So, what does it all mean?

Such behavior has two bad consequences: Families can’t spend so much on other expensive goods,
because they must eat, and dress, first. Plus, the unpredictable number of children renders
consumption by families, and thus family behavior and expenditure, absolutely unpredictable. And this
is bad for a planned economy – and economy in general.

In other words, traditional, unplanned families cause an economic crisis. Additionally, an economic crisis
is the nightmare, the doom of capitalism. It must be avoided at any cost. Consequently, traditional,
unplanned families are the enemies of capitalism because they are the origin of the economic crisis.

On the other hand, as it has more or less been explicitly said over the 60 years ago, whoever has fewer
or no children, has much more money to spend. Thus, whoever has no children is welcomed; well, not
completely welcomed, otherwise in a generation the market would be over, due to the death of all the
consumers – and then who would capitalism sell to? Think what a bad business proposal that would it
be. Now what? Well, the best thing is to have planned families – two parents and two children. Don’t
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forget the UN supported Family planning campaigns, mostly in the 1960’s, in places as different as India
and the USA. If at that time it was said everywhere that India was overcrowded in comparison to her
food production, and this such a campaign could be understood as reasonable – what about the USA?
Were they short of food? Not at all. Let’s keep this in mind and let’s go move forward.

If a family plans to have two children, there is an additional unpredictable factor – how many males and
females? One and one? Two and zero? Zero and two? This is troublesome, for how can you have a
long-termed plan for shaving blades, or for make-up production in the next twenty years? It’s annoying.
What to do? Well, for instance one could introduce a planned system but… but that would mean
planning in advance what you want to have – not how many children, but how many children of which
sex? It is scientifically doable, but how do you introduce the concept?

If you destroy the standard traditional family – as the Nazis did, and as the Soviets before Stalin did too
– and if you introduce a “new” family, relying on birth-assistance, that is to say, on birth-planning, you
can do it.

Are the dots connecting yet? The “new” family can be exploited as a tool to let the capitalistic
enterprises gain much more through a planned economy based on planned life. Thus, if the capitalist
system supports such a family, it is in its own monetary interests – not in the interests of families and
the people.

One step more. And it will be a nasty one, but we’ve already taken quite a few nasty steps that one
more is not such a tragedy.

There is another group of “bad consumers” – the old and ill. What do they live for? Only to be a burden
on the public health system, if any, or on their families. Thus, aside from the expenditures welcomed
only by some of the Big Pharma, what do they live for?

Moreover, they don’t have that many needs (except for medicines and assistance), and most of them
can’t pay for it, either. So, what to do? How can they live without assistance, if they can’t pay for it? It
would be a life without dignity… so, let’s kill them off, because no life deprived of dignity is worth living,
is it? And this is what is currently done – officially in half a dozen countries of the world, and unofficially
probably in many more. In fact, these people are killed simply because they are a financial burden and
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no longer an active portion of the consumer-world.

And, and what about those affected by mental illness? They too can’t have a life with dignity (and are
unable to spend their money, if they have any). So, what do they live for?
OK, there would be small problem, that is to say – who defines this “standard of dignity?” And who
determines whether these “standards” are being “enjoyed” or not the people to be killed? But this is a
small and negligible problem. It’s not worth discussing, as every is on agrees that life without “dignity” is
not worth living.

Next point – how do you achieve all these goals? By destroying mankind as it is now and by modeling,
by shaping a new one.

If you want to build something, the first thing you must do is to clear the ground. Now, this is exactly
what Liberals, Wokists, Cancel Culture and so on are doing. They are cleaning the ground to “build back
better” – which means a new society, a new society they claim that will be more equal, more
democratic, and so on. But this new society in fact will be shaped as I described above.

As things are, they are sweeping away whatever that is linked to identity – identity in general. They are
sweeping out existing culture, removing statues, modifying books, and they are sweeping away
personal identity – because what kind of family can here ever be, if gender is a choice and does not
depend on how the body is, and identity is no longer something determined by nature and self-existing
but is something determined by…? What? Whom?
By the rulers. And the rulers will determine it using an indirect approach – there will not be a law telling
the people how to be. There will be a system of laws allowing this or that and causing a pre-emptive
self-censorship – as already happens – and an instinctive conforming to the general behavior.

Once personal identity and identity in general is cancelled, people will simply be a mass of units, whose
behavior will be directed from outside in an indirect and effective way by, and according to, indirect
pressures. The more time will pass, the more rigid and apparent the pressures and conditioning will be.

Additional point. How to prevent insurgency? Simply by depriving the people of its own money. How?
By paying low wages to all who are not embedded, or enrolled into the system. And how can you keep
wages low? By the same system used at the eve of the Industrial Revolution – by relying on a wide
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offer of manpower, because there will always be the poor – who are poorer than the workers working
for you – and who will therefore accept that same job for a lot less wage. Thus, you can blackmail your
worker; and, if that worker does not accept your terms, you can say “goodbye.”

Really? Yes, really. Otherwise, what are we importing illegal immigrants for? For the sake of human
solidarity? If that were true, we would be investing and developing instead in their countries (with lesser
and longer-termed profit). What a terrible idea! No, no! We need them to keep the price of tomatoes
low in the supermarket! Were the tomatoes to be picked by regular workers, they would cost four
times their current price! Would you like that? And what about the onions? Would you really like to
spend that much for your salad?

And what can we do with all this manpower? Well, the not-specialized manpower can die when
exploited, just like a squeezed lemon. Specialized manpower will get something more, because, by the
way, they are also the consumers. But they will get a low wage, big enough to purchase what the
planned economy allows them to get, but not a cent more.
Think of how expensive and time-consuming it is simply to buy a new car, not to say a home. But in the
happy planned future, the vast majority will have long-termed rented cars (as it is usual and cheaper in
the USA and not at all in Europe) and will live in rented homes, because only the happy very few will be
able to purchase a home, because of their wages, and because of the high prices.

If the majority of the people have to depend on a small wage, just allowing them to have all they think
they need for their daily life (and “daily-life” will be precisely planned), the big corporations will earn a
lot more money, a lot longer, given the combined effect of planned production to fulfill planned
consumption, all feeding the planned life of each human being. And when the human being can no
longer afford to pay for what he/she needs, how can he/she still live with dignity? Thus, euthanasia,
and requiescat in pace, and let’s make use of the body for transplants, for beauty farms and, last but
not least, ash for the ground (never waste anything – don’t forget – that is an economic moral duty).

Is it all clear now?

So, as you see, Wokism, LGBTQ, Black Lives Matter, Cancel Culture they all appear as tools used and
exploited by something different. And they are effective because they do not know how, and which
way, they are being exploited, and to which aims. They are genuinely certain that they are fighting for
rights and liberty, for a better new society. But in fact they can be compared to a smoke screen – and
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behind that screen you have the worst and most greedy capitalism.
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The featured image shows, "The Tower of Babel," by Lucas van Valckenborch; painted in 1594.
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